Luxury for Less
Debbie Travin, from DLT Interiors, shows you how to afford luxury by pulling
together similar pieces with notably different price tags. Navy and white is a
timeless color scheme which is why she chose these pieces that are perfect
to update any space on a budget.

$85

$385

This quadrille print pillow is
a must have. A timeless print
designed by Alan Campbell
made into a pillow cover.

This pillow is great on its
own or paired with other
fabulous accent pillows.
Zig Zag Grande Navy
Pillow, Oomphonline.com

This classic vanity
mirror is made with only
exquisite materials.

This simple Parsons mirror
brings style and texture into
your space with the same
classic look as the high.

Made Goods Sidney
Mirror Kabibe Shell,
Shopcandelabra.com

Parsons Wall Mirror Bone
Inlay, Westelm.com

Alan Campbell Zig Zag
Pillow Cover, Etsy.com

$480

This chair looks great on its
own or in multiples. Perfect
in your living, dining, entry
or office space.

$69

This hand crafted Arteriors
lamp is true luxury with an
oyster silk shade yet modern
in its contemporary shape.

This blown glass lamp
has a light, airy feel and is
perfect on any nighstand
or side table.

Arteriors Clear Silveria
Bottle Neck Glass Table
Lamp, Laylagrace.com

Perch Table Lamp,
Westelm.com

Lindy Chair, Horchow.com

$899

$150

$450
This Moroccan leather
pouf is original and
handmade by artisans
in Morocco.

This white Moroccan leather
pouf is perfect as a footstool
or extra seating for any room
in your home that still feels
authentic and original.

White Moroccan Leather
Pouf, Serenaandlily.com

Moroccan Contemporary Leather
Ottoman, Overstock.com

$140
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$245

$1,600

$68

This traditional temple jar is
either made entirely by hand
or hand finished.

This classic ceramic ginger
jar has the same flair as the
ones traditionally used in the
far east.

Legend Temple Jar,
Bungalow5.com

Classic Ginger Jar Medium,
Cwonder.com

This chair provides the same
clean-lined look as the high
without the same price tag.
Oyster Brushed
Huntington Chair,
Worldmarket.com

$199

$739

$1,599

This steal is also handmade
of 100% wool and offers the
same contemporary style as
the splurge.

Inspired by Moroccan tiles,
this area rug is reversible
and handmade of wool.

Homespun Nawra Trellis
Navy Rug, Rugsusa.com

Panthea Flatweave Rug,
Horchow.com

Do you want to live in LUXURY for LESS? Then contact Debbie Travin at DLT Interiors.
Located right in Manhattan, she can create your haven in the city!

Info@dltinteriors.com or 914-582-9170
Visit her website: dltinteriors.com
Keep a look out for next month’s luxury for less design tips!
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